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ANGELO TOBORG
@angelotoborg

ChristIENE
3d/VR sculpture and animation

infusion
vr sculpture/3D render



Sam Peskie
@whathappenedtosampeskie

In My Room (2)
gouache collage

Unreliable Love (detail)
screenprint



Savannah Canavan
@savannahrose.studio

Life’s a Peach
oil painting on canvas

Bacchante
oil painting on canvas



Michael J Peterson
@michael.jpeterson

Blackened
mixed media, found objects

Kate Netwal
@katenetwalart

Waiting Room
digital illustration



Kala Rehberger
@the_oddhouse

The Disconnection
ceramic, wire, yarn                                     

     Emily Popp
@emilypoppart

Firework
linoleum relief cut print



Trevor 
Knapp

@trevorknapp

A Little Too 
Late

linoleum relief 
cut print

Ruby 
Sonnek

@sonnek_artpage

Madagascar

oil painting on 
canvas



Trevor 
Knapp

@trevorknapp

A Little Too 
Late

linoleum relief 
cut print

Ruby 
Sonnek

@sonnek_artpage

Madagascar

oil painting on 
canvas



Haley Powers
@haley.m.powers

Untitled
mixed media installation

Come Closer
cyanotype



Taylor E Schumann
@tlrshmn

indoctrinate
projection and tulle



Jeffrey Kundinger
@jeffy54

Look Within
acrylic painting on canvas

Cari Raynae Jacobson
@sewpaintdraw

Max’s Truck
acrylic painting on canvas



Chris Johnson
@passionpod

Vernon
latex paint mural

Vash Allen
tastebreaker.neocities.org

blue on yellow
colored pencil and ink on paper



Sylvia Kunst
@mushrukiiii

11:43 PM
poem

Connor Eid
@dieronnocart

alien love call
archival inkjet print

Adam Stiglich
@adam_stiglich

The Creature Becomes Self-aware
ink on paper



Kelsey M Wenberg
@kelseymwenberg.art

the orchid collector
paper pulp, mixed media

Adam Stiglich
@adam_stiglich

The Creature Becomes Self-aware
ink on paper



Barbara Koppang
@oddestgoddessart

An Ending that Supports New Growth
found wood, Beeswax, and mixed media

Taylen Lundequam
@tlundequamphotography

Congested
digital photography



Kal Norton
@kalnshelf

You’re Enough
mixed media

Chelsea Meehan
@chelsea.m.inks

Soma Nebula (top)
Planet Oshun (bottom)

alcohol ink on yupo



Deb Zanoni

Kaleidoscopic (detail)
wet-felted wool 
with botanical printing

Jaydn Alexander
@j.alex.art.works

Humans are Boring
paper collage

Renee Ewer
@paper_and_clay_by_renee

Ferns and Thistles  
watercolor pencils and pen on paper



Jaydn Alexander
@j.alex.art.works

Humans are Boring
paper collage

Brad Berg
@brad.berg1

Spiral of time
ink on paper



James Bartelt
@shimmeringblack

remission
 Ultraviolet photography



Lila Tomczak
@lila_tomczak

The Prickly Path   
 acrylic on wood



Brittany Thomas
@bt _ originals

Stay With Me
plaster and acrylic paint

Lindsey Tess
@lindseytess

A Reclamation
acrylic painting on canvas



Raymond Kaselau
raymondkaselau.com

POW
cardboard, paper mache, and comic panels

Emily M Lau
@emilymlau29

Well, Are You Coming?
colored pencil on paper



Kayla M Nyre
@kaylamnyre

Oh Hey There
digital illustration



MELK
@nonfatmelk

The Furture is Now Old Man 
digital illustration 

Fishbowl
digital illustration



#ARTour  Eau Claire’s first-ever 
Augmented Reality (AR) SculptuRe Tour has arrived!

now you can Take a sculpture anywhere you go 
by scanning the qr codes with your smartphone or tablet. 
place the digital sculptures in the world around you 
using Instagram to photograph, enlarge, and even walk around the art.

save the sculptures to your instagram camera to play with them anytime 

and tag #artour to share your photos!

Sculptures created using virtual reality Sculptures created using virtual reality 
by angelo toborgby angelo toborg

interested in learning more about interested in learning more about 
virtual and augmented reality art in Eau Claire? virtual and augmented reality art in Eau Claire? 

Contact kelsey at artflygallery@gmail.comContact kelsey at artflygallery@gmail.com



Grow with the 
alien seaweed as it 
breathes in and out. 

Walk around the 
tendrils and floating 

metallic rocks.

Feel the organic 
nature of this 

twisting sculpture, 
inspired by the 

flowing waters at 
the confluence.

when aliens landed 
in EC, they built a 

satelite to keep an 
eye on us humans. 

Walk around it, inside 
of it, scale it larger 

and smaller.

keep the artfly right 
in your pocket. place 

it around creative 
places you visit. 

where will you find 
us buzzing around?




